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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dear Colleagues:
I would like to take this occasion of the completion of the strategic plan (SP) of the
College of Nursing (CON), Towards the Excellence in Nursing Education”, to
congratulate all those who contributed to its creation. SP complements the strategic
plan of the University of Dammam, (UOD), “Testament to Quality Education at Universal
Platform” through its goal of providing quality of nursing education and delivery that
are supplemented by research, and apply to the community.
There is a great demand for nursing professionals in the community, Kingdom, and the
region. CON immediate objective of providing training in Nursing care, Patient care &
education, home care and general nursing, and community awareness nursing
addresses the shortages in some areas in the region. With its state of the art facilities, a
world class faculty, and unbounded commitment of the public and private sectors,
CON is one of the Colleges that UOD hopes will make a speedy effect on the
community.
Consequently, I accept it’s SP with great delight as I wish it’s Dean, Vice Deans, faculty,
staff, and students, success in implementing it.
………………………………………………………………
H.E. DR. ABDULLAH AL RUBAISH
President, UOD

i
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Message from the Dean
I am delighted to present this Strategic Plan (SP) of the College of Nursing (CON),
following the University of Dammam (UOD) strategic plan (SP) contains the
contributions of our President , Vice Presidents, Deans, faculty, staff, students, and the
UOD community at large in establishing the vision, mission, values, strategic goals,
objectives, and the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that will guide CON during the
next five years to accomplish UOD’s mission to provide quality education that is
supplemented by research and community service.
As part of the implementation of its SP, during the next five years, UOD will
incorporate globally relevant curricula into its programs of Nursing that will make
them nationally and internationally recognized and accredited. We will develop
nursing leaders and nursing professionals in these specialties that are dedicated to the
improvement of the health of the community through quality research and community
extension programs. SP is only the first step that outlines goals, and provides
mechanisms for their implementation and assessment.
I invite everyone to join us in our efforts to make it success in guiding UOD to provide
quality nursing healthcare professionals to the community, Kingdom, and the region.

……………………………………..
Dr. Elham Al Ateeq
Dean, College of Nursing, UOD
Faculty
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Message from the College Consultant / General Supervisor of
Quality and Accreditation
Creating energetic nursing professionals is a delicate balance of health and science. To
be successful requires thoughtful planning, collaboration, and a willingness to listen
and learn as much as an ability to share knowledge and skills. As CON consultant, it is
our role to be out front leading the discussion and planning. This is our responsibility.
By providing good information, analysis, and input, we can broaden the strategic
conversations, this CON has about its priorities, introduce new ideas that generate
creativity, and advance a plan that is rooted in ensuring a high quality of programs for
the community.
This Strategic Plan (2015/20) is a declaration of who we are and why we are here. It is
about commitment to the University & CON Strategic Plan and its vision that arouses
superiority, passion and a sense of belonging. It is also about adding clarity: clarity
about what matters most, how we will work, and who we will work with to meet our
goals and objectives as a College. Most of all, it is about exploring opportunities and
challenging expectations from University and community.
Ultimately, we must better deliver the strategic plan, and implement what we do, its
value and relevance to CON, and its reputation to UOD’s success. We must be more
nimble in how we work and hold new ways to bring our college community into our
thinking and discussions about the future.
I believe we can strengthen our impact as a College and ensure that we continue to
remain effective in our advancement to achieve our vision and mission.
This Strategic Plan is our fact book for moving our College forward. I am looking
forward to sharing the journey ahead with all of you. Let us Develop Nursing
Professions, Together!

Prof. Mohammed Hegazy
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The College of Nursing (CON) was established in 1989; at University of Dammam
(UOD) is the most prominent nursing professional college in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. CON has educated many outstanding nursing professionals, in Saudi Arabia
and in the Middle East region.
Corresponding to the new Vision (2030) of UOD, CON has developed its Strategic Plan
for the period of 2015–2020 it comprises of two parts;
1. The Part I of the Strategic Plan 2015–2020 has been developed following assessment
of the external and internal environments and wide consultation with all stakeholders
over a period of time. Since strategy formulation is an organization’s process of
developing a vision and mission statements; establishing strategic goals and objectives;
and defining appropriate strategic priorities, KPI’s.
2. Part II the implementation plan through the Gantt chart, timeframe, KIP’S and
projects; the process provides directions for decision-making and allocating institutional
resources effectively. This plan will be available in college as appendix.
In this context, the Strategic Plan of CON has been developed in a systematic process.
The plan has six strategic areas of plunge: (1) CON Education, (2) CON Research, (3)
CON Faculty and Staff, (4), (5) CON Resources, and (6) CON Accreditation.
The plan will be implemented through a multidisciplinary and an integrated systems
approach with the active involvement of all the departments, units of the college and its
stakeholders.
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BACK GROUND: UNIVERSITY OF DAMMAM
University of Dammam (UOD), one of the leading institutions of higher education in
the Eastern province of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, was established in 1975 [Formerly
King Faisal University]. The university is a government institution that offers a broad
range of both undergraduate and postgraduate, doctorate programs in the fields of
health, engineering, science and management, arts and education professions. UOD
includes 18 colleges and offers more than 90 programs, there are also a president with
five vice presidency ship, 13 central supporting deanships, six directorates and nine
centers with King Fahd Hospital for the University [KFHU].

University currently has 36.352 students and 2794 faculty members, who come
fromdifferent countries. UOD is now fully accredited by the National Commission for
Academic Accreditation & Assessment (NCAAA) for the period 01 May, 2015 to 30
April, 2022 and agreed to uphold the NCAAA Standards for Quality Assurance and
Accreditation of Higher Education Institutions/Programs.
University of Dammam continues to grow and develop, continually assessing and
improving its curricula and expanding its academic capabilities in all disciplines, while
at the same time engaging the public in addressing environmental and community
challenges.
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CLUSTER STRUCTURE OF UOD

Figure 1 shows that a supportive and strong structure of relationships with industry,
alumni and the community will be connected to UOD, the Clusters and the Colleges
Support
Services
University Hospital
& Family and
Community
Medicine Centers

Research
Centre

Engineering
Cluster

Science &
Management
Cluster

Prep-Year and
common Core
Courses

Infrastructure
and
Facilities

In the above cluster diagram, the UOD Colleges has been approved by the Ministry of
Education, KSA
Health Professions Cluster Colleges:
Current: Applied Medical Sciences,Dentistry, Medicine, Nursing and Public Health
Engineering Professions Cluster Colleges:
Current: Architecture and Planning, Deisgn and Engineering
Science and Management Professions Cluster Colleges:
Current: Business Administration, Computer Sciences & Information technology, Applied
Studies& Community Services, Science and Community Colleges
Arts & Education Professions Cluster Collges:
Current: Arts and Education
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About the College
An Academic Department of Nursing was established under the umbrella of the College
of Medicine and Medical Sciences in 1989 (1409-1410H). This department initiated the
first B.Sc. program in nursing in the Eastern Province of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
(KSA). The first batch consisted of 6 female students. Serious steps were therefore taken
to provide needed faculty members, facilities and infrastructure to establish a College of
Nursing. The Supreme University Council at its meeting held on 2/11/1423 H decided
to transform the Department of Nursing into a College. This decision was supported by
the Council of Ministers and ratified by Royal Decree Number 7/B/45888 dated
23/11/1423H. Thus the first College of Nursing, in the Kingdom, was born.
The College included several academic departments and since its inception, pursued
continuous development in several areas; attracting female & male students to join the
College; changing the down-look on nursing; educating the community about the
importance, goals and nobility of the nursing profession; updating the educational plan
to keep pace with the development and needs of employing bodies, and with changes
that affect the nursing profession, and the special health needs of the Saudi
Communities.
LOCATION OF THE COLLEGE

The main University of Dammam campus is located in the Eastern Province of Saudi
Arabia. Dammam is an important Saudi port on the Arabian Gulf. The largest town in
the eastern region, it has expanded to the city limits of two other modern towns, AlKhobar and Al-Dhahran. Near Dammam are located the most important centers in the
world for the production and refining of petroleum. The population of Dammam is
greater than a million. The university campus is about ten kilometers from the Arabian
Gulf, seven kilometers from the city of Al-Khobar, twenty kilometers from Dammam,
the province's administrative capital, and 45 kilometers from King Fahd International
Airport.
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The University overlooks the Arabian Gulf, and the island of Bahrain - 35 kilometers
from Saudi Arabia's eastern coast and linked to it by the King Fahd Causeway. The
highway distance to Riyadh is about 400 kilometers and to Jeddah about 1450
kilometers from Dammam.
The College has two main campuses (female and male campus), in addition to a hospital
building (B / 500) that located at King Fahd University Hospital (KFHU) in AL-Khobar
/ Al-Akrabiah area.
College Services
All academic programs reflect the college beliefs about nursing, clients, health, and
Saudi environment, nursing education, research and Community service. The main
services of the College of Nursing in University of Dammam include the following:
A- Education Services:
Provide the undergraduate education programs for the students and the degree as
awarded as B.Sc. in Nursing.
Provide Master degree in Clinical Nursing for postgraduate students.
Provide continuing education curriculum as: Bridging program for bachelor’s
degree.
Provide

Continuous

Nursing

Education

(CNE)

by

regularly

conducting

symposiums, workshops, or conferences to motivate nursing students and staff.
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B- Research Services:
The College of Nursing works as a center for clinical research (for both undergraduate
and postgraduate nursing students), and it work together with other teaching medical
staff to motivate nursing staff to conduct research. The college also works as a center of
research program in the community.
C- Other Services:
The College of Nursing provides full clinical training, practice, and supporting for all
undergraduate and postgraduate nursing students to work as a profession nurse. Also,
the college provides community services through nursing care for geriatric patients and
clinical training of nursing students on home health care service through community
and family health nursing department. Moreover, the College collaborates with one of
the charity associations of the Eastern Province of KSA for conducting many of the
community services.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE COLLEGE

College Board

Advising Committee

Dean
Community Service & Public
Relation Unit

Administrative Affairs

Vice Dean, Academic Affairs

v Admission & Registration Unit
v Students’ Extra Curricular &
Curricula Unit
v Advising & Counselling Unit
v Assessment & Examination Unit

Vice Dean, Quality & Development

v Faculty & Staff Professional Development Unit
Co

Vice Dean, Post Graduate & Clinical Affairs

v Graduate Studies Unit

v Quality Assurance Unit

v Clinical Placement, Internship and graduates
Unit

v Information Technology Unit

v Bridging Program

v Faculty/ Student’s Representative Liaison Committee

v Research Unit

Department of Community Health
Nursing

Department of Nursing
Education

Department of Fundamentals of
Nursing

Fig 2 . Organizational Structure – College of Nursing
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION OF THE STRATEGIC PLAN

The Strategic Plan outlines the totalpath for creating the anticipated future of the
College of Nursing (CON), UOD. The strategic structure outlined in this plan defines
where CON is heading, and why it does so. The plan includes the vision, mission, core
values, goals, and objectives of the college. CON has a tradition of regularly reviewing
its vision and mission, and, as such, strategic planning. The fundamental intent of this
process is to combine academic excellence with commitment to innovation, quality, and
service so that CON becomes the best among its peers, both nationally and
internationally. CON has, thus, developed this Strategic Plan for the period 2015–2020.
The Strategic Planning Process
Habitually, strategic planning is carried out every five years. The first part in the
planning process is the review of the existing mission statement. Since strategy
formulation is an organization’s process of developing vision and mission statements;
establishing long-term goals and objectives; KPIS and strategic priorities and Part II
defining appropriate Gantt chart, timeframe and projects; the process provides
directions for decision-making and allocating institutional resources effectively. In this
context, the Strategic Plan of CON has been developed in a systematic process. The plan
has six strategic areas of plunge: (1) Nursing education, (2) Nursing Research, (3)
Nursing faculty and staff, (4) Partnership with local and International communities, (5)
Resources: Learning & Information technology, Finance and Infrastructure facilities and
(6) Accreditation: National & International Bodies
1. Nursing Education:
CON’s approach to education stresses the depth and rigor of discipline-specific study,
which drives and informs the breadth of its curriculum. It encourages its students to
explore their field of study deeply, in the sense of real-world relevance combined with
an array of skills, such as effective communication with patient care, critical thinking,
and Clinical Skills and Nursing caring. CON plans to continue its commitment to
maintain a distinctive nursing educational and practical environment.
College of nursing strategic plan 2015-2020
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2. Nursing Research:
CON is committed to conducting profound research that contributes to the
advancement of Nursing knowledge and practices. The college encourages its faculty
members to produce intellectual contributions of high quality. CON recognizes and
celebrates intellectual contributions by its faculty members that create new knowledge,
strengthen its research scholarly environment, or find practical solutions to healthcare,
patient care in nursing and community-related problems. Such recognition offers
guidelines for faculty hiring and resource allocation. Its current and potential faculty
shall know CON’s research priorities. In addition, the college encourages research
collaboration and dissemination of research interest among its faculty members.
Financial and technical support, internally and externally, are made available and easily
accessible to the college faculty.
3. Nursing Faculty and Staff
Faculty and staff are the major resources of the college. CON places great emphasis on
recruiting, training, developing, and retaining highly qualified faculty and staff. This
will result in continuous improvement across the different activities of the college,
which include teaching, research, and community service.
4. Partnership with local and International communities
CON is aware that academic and healthcare industry partnerships bring a lot of great
ideas and opportunities to its faculty and students. Such partnerships can transform
students’ learning experiences and awareness of global health issues, facilitate faculty
engagement in research, and ease the transfer and use of technology and innovation.
CON is therefore keen on building and strengthening strategic partnerships with
academic, healthcare and community professional organizations, as well as other
organizations at local and global levels.
5. Resources: Learning & Information technology, Finance and Infrastructure facilities
The government mainly funds CON as one of the colleges in the UOD system—a public
university. The university allocates adequate financial, physical, human, and
College of nursing strategic plan 2015-2020
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technological resources to the CON. The resource allocation is important for the
college’s stability at the operational level; however, expanding the resource base would
enable CON to leverage its strength for continuous excellence. Therefore the college
places a great deal of importance on exploring new funding channels and expanding its
current funding resources.
6. Accreditation: National & International Bodies
CON Journey of the academic accreditation is a way of confirming quality,
accountability, and transparency, CON is eager to confirm its adherence to these values
by attaining accreditation from national and international accreditation bodies that are
relevant to nursing professional colleges.
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VISION, MISSION AND VALUES

The strategic diagram of the college of Nursing has follows:

FIG.3. STRATEGIC DIAGRAM OF THE CON

VISION
Be the leading College of Nursing in Saudi Arabia and in the region, as well as be
recognized nationally and internationally for excellence in education, research and
community service.
MISSION
Prepare nursing students to be effective specialists and leaders who will work to
improve the health care profession and health of the people of Saudi Arabia and
beyond, based on Islamic values and ethical aspects of the nursing profession.
Help in character building and promote nursing leadership by graduating nurses who
are capable of being creative change agents, critical thinkers and decision makers who
are confident in their abilities and recognize their responsibility to use their education
for the welfare of the community.
VALUES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comply with and incorporate Islamic and community beliefs with the ethics of the
profession.
Demonstrate appreciation and respect.
Quality performance.
Development of confidence.
Transparency.
Pursuit of self-education.
Cooperation, participation and forgiveness.
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CON: STRATEGIC GOALS & OBJECTIVES
The following are the six strategic goals and 14 objectives of CON as specified in the
Strategic Plan 2015 –2020:
GOALS & OBJECTIVES
Nursing Education
Goal 1.
Establish and maintain an environment that ensures a high quality of

nursing education at CON

Objective 1.1

Select highly competent students into its programs

Objective 1. 2

Enhance academic programs and teaching practices that are in line with both
international academic standards and market/stakeholder needs of the Eastern
Province
Provide students with adequate support services and opportunities for
participating in extracurricular activities.

Objective 1.3

Nursing Research
Goal 2
Conduct profound research to contribute to the advancement of
business knowledge and practices.
Objective 2.1 Provide support for quality research and maintain an active research
culture at CON
Objective 2.2 Motivate and facilitate the production of high quality scholarly output
through optimal utilization of internal and external research resources
available to CON members
Nursing Faculty and Staff
Goal 3

Recruit, develop, and retain outstanding faculty and excellent staff to
improve the teaching, intellectual contribution and service effectiveness
of the college.
Objective 3.1 Recruit, recognize, and retain outstanding national and international
faculty members and staff
Objective 3.2 Develop skills of faculty members in teaching and research and jobskills of staff members in variety of nursing , health, patient care and
administrative areas
Partnership with local and International communities
Goal 4.
Build and strengthen strategic partnerships with business communities,
professional organizations, and other constituencies at the local and
international levels.
Objective 4.1 Build strategic partnerships with the nursing communities and leading
nursing colleges and involve them in all CON activities
Objective 4.2 Develop the CON’s outreach relationship with alumni and involvement
in related communities
Objective 4.3 Make the CON’s image as a leading nursing college in the local and
global communities
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Resources: Learning & Information technology, Finance and Infrastructure facilities
Goal 5.

Expand and maintain adequate resources in finance, learning,
information technology, infrastructure facilities to help to achieve the
CON’s mission.

Objective 5.1

Develop and maintain budgeting process for the college and configuration
withthe proposed University budgetary system.
Develop, implement and sustain up-to-date multi-disciplinary support
facilities, including I.T and library resources.

Objective 5.2

Accreditation: National & International Bodies
Goal 6.
Attain and maintain accreditation from reputable national and
international accreditation bodies and professional organizations
Objective 6.1 Accomplish academic accreditation from national accreditation bodies
(NCAAA standards).
Objective 6.2 Attain academic accreditation from international accreditation bodies

University of Dammam Strategic Plan
Goal 1:

Create and sustain in a major professional university high quality instruction,
research and service in Professional fields relevant to Eastern Province, the nation,
the GCC, and beyond

Goal 2:

Build a new organizational model of management system, infused with quality, to
handle the future size and complexity of UOD

Goal 3

Infuse a culture of quality with recognition into all our professional activities to
ensure accountability and achievement of stated objectives at all levels
throughout all units in UOD

Goal 4:

Expand opportunities for student learning and engagement to support realization
of their academic and career aspirations

Goal 5:

Provide access and support for all qualified students, while establishing a vibrant
and interactive campus environment to create a university community and foster
loyalty

Goal 6:

Establish “state-of-the-art” libraries and related learning resources

Goal 7:

Develop sustainable modern facilities, equipment and related infrastructure to
serve high quality teaching and learning, research and community service
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programs.
Goal 8:

Develop and implement a robust financial planning and management system to
serve all academic and administrative

Goal 9:

Goal 10:

Increase human resource capacity to accomplish its teaching, research and service
missions more effective programs of UOD
Create a culture of intellectual curiosity and conduct research of the highest ethical
standards to generate new knowledge through research in health, industry, and
the humanities to advance the well-being and welfare of the community

Goal 11:

Develop institutional relationship with the community; and business partnership
to expand private sector joint investments.

The strategic goals of the University and College are derived from its respective mission
Statements, which are aligned to each other. Similarly, Strategic goals of the College are
Aligned with the Strategic Goals of the University to move in the same direction and
Complement each other’s mission statements for accomplishment. Following
illustration shows the relationship and alignment of the strategic goals of UOD and
CON.
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UOD STRATEGIC GOALS
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environment
that ensures
a high
quality of
nursing
education at
CON
GOAL 2

ü

Conduct
profound
research to
contribute to
the
advancement
of business
knowledge
and practices.
GOAL 3
Recruit,
develop, and
retain
outstanding
faculty and
excellent staff
to improve
the teaching,
intellectual
contribution
and service
effectiveness
of the college.
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GOAL 4

ü
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strategic
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with business
communities,
professional
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, and other
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s at the local
and
international
levels.
GOAL 5

ü
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finance,
learning,
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technology,
infrastructure
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help to
achieve the
CON’s
mission
GOAL 6
Attain and
maintain

ü

ü

ü
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Fig 4: STRATEGIC MAP

STRATEGIC MAP :
COLLEGE OF NURSING, UOD

VISION
Be the leading College of Nursing in Saudi Arabia and in the region, as well
as be recognized nationally and internationally for excellence in education,
research and community service.
MISSION

Prepare nursing students to be effective specialists and leaders who will work to improve the health care profession and health of the people of
Saudi Arabia and beyond, based on Islamic values and ethical aspects of the nursing profession.
Help in character building and promote nursing leadership by graduating nurses who are capable of being creative change agents, critical thinkers
and decision makers who are confident in their abilities and recognize their responsibility to use their education for the welfare of the community.

VALUES

Nursing Education

Goal 1.
Establish and
maintain an
environment
that ensures a
high quality
of nursing
education at
CON

Nursing Research

v

Comply with and incorporate Islamic and
community beliefs with the ethics of the profession.

v
v
v
v
v
v

Demonstrate appreciation and respect.
Quality performance.
Development of confidence.
Transparency.
Pursuit of self-education.
Cooperation, participation and forgiveness

Nursing Faculty and Staff

Goal 3. Recruit,
develop, and retain
outstanding faculty
and excellent staff
to improve the
teaching,
intellectual
contribution and
service
effectiveness of the
college.

Goal 2. Conduct
profound
research to
contribute to the
advancement of
healthcare
knowledge and
practices.

Partnership with local and
International communities

Goal 4. Build and
strengthen strategic
partnerships with
business
communities,
professional
organizations, and
other constituencies
at the local and
international levels.

Resources: Learning &
Information technology,
Finance and Infrastructure
facilities

Goal 5.Expand and
maintain adequate
resources in
finance, learning,
information
technology,
infrastructure
facilities to help to
achieve the CON’s
mission.

Accreditation: National &
International Bodies

Goal 6. Attain
and maintain
accreditation
from reputable
national and
international
accreditation
bodies and
professional
organizations

STRATEGIC GOALS
RESOURCES

Organisational
Assets

FACULTY

LOYALTY
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COLLABORATORS

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

INFRASTRUCTURE

CREATIVITY

CHAPTER 2: THE STRATEGIC PLAN WORKING GROUP COMMITTEE

An initial working group committee was formulated by the dean of the college. In an effort
to prepare for the Strategic Plan, the consulting meetings held in the January in 2015. Those
meetings were attended by selected staff including both at senior and junior levels at CON
and also other meetings were held with the most important external stakeholders, including
the CON Advisory Board members, health industry leaders, Ministry of health and
Industries officials, and some distinguished alumni of the CON. Several more meetings
were also held with members of the community, in which different people from a variety of
social classes were represented.
From those meetings a framework for the vision and mission was developed. Some major
strategic ideas and objectives were also drafted during this time. The members of the
matrix & workgroup committee were as follows:
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Figure 5: Structure of the different committee (a matrix of the board and committee structure
identifying lines of authority and representation for all dimensions of College operations)
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CHAPTER 3: ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN (SWOT ANALYSIS)

The Strategic Planning Committee conducted a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
and Threat (SWOT) analysis upon carefully studying both the external and internal
factors and elements that have affected the CON in terms of Nursing education, research,
students, services, and partnerships with communities and nursing college.
The External & Internal factors are as follows:
I. External Factors
1. Demographic changes in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. According to 2014 Census,
there was a large rise in the youth population (over 40% are below the age of 15), with
a high youth unemployment rate despite the strong demand for highly skilled labor
in the Kingdom (Central Department of Statistics & Information (CDSI), KSA 2014). Hence,
there is a greater need to study the market needs and conduct a skill-gap analysis.
CON, as the Nursing education provider, could help the community combat
unemployment.
2. A paradigm shift: There was a paradigm shift in the economy from oil dependency to
non-oil economic sectors. More businesses are emerging in the non-oil sector in order
to compete with other economies.
3. Support for the higher education sector: The support is remarkably augmenting.
Evidently, the current 2015–2020 budget of the kingdom has been extraordinarily
important for higher education growth in the kingdom.
4. National policy focus: The national policy focus is on creating a knowledge-based
economy. The leadership in the nation has a clear focus on creating a competitive,
knowledge-based economy, which in turn creates demand for health education in the
country.
5. Competitive scenario: The competitive scenario of higher education in the GCC region
has been externally forcing universities and colleges in the kingdom to be quality
CON_ strategic plan2015-2020
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oriented and have a distinctive competence and competitive advantage over their
counterparts in the region.
II. INTERNAL FACTORS

Lack of communication with the market to identify market needs and skills of
nursing staff.
Massive technological challenge in the area of educational programs, teaching
methods, and the role of the Internet and the World Wide Web.
Non-use of computers and the Internet in teaching and internal communication
by some faculty members.
Current competitiveness among universities in the Kingdom in attracting
faculty members.
Attractive opportunities for faculty outside the College.
Total reliance on government funding and limitations of alternative resources.
Strong competitiveness the College is facing from current public, private, and
foreign nursing colleges/universities, in addition to those colleges that are
expected to open after the liberalization of the higher education service sectors.
Faculty morale (of both Saudi and non-Saudi faculty members) suffers because
of perceived discriminatory differences in the compensation packages available
to each category
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Table 1: SWOT ANALYSIS

The following table captures the highlights of our analysis of Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats which draws
from a variety of sources including the Strategic plan working group committee reports and meeting with stakeholders.

STRENGTHS (S)

WEAKNESS (W)

1. CON’s located at Eastern
Province

1. Decrease in number of
admission of nursing
students.

2. CON’s program is wellattracted in the community and
higher demand from markets.

2. Relatively low salaries and
incentives for faculty and
staff comparing with other
colleges in other local and
regional universities.
3. Lack of sufficient time for
faculty members to attend
conferences.

3.

The College has a Quality and
Development unit in the males
and females section.

4. CON is an English-medium
teachings with well-qualified
faculties and a highly equipped
technological resources and
facilities.
5. CON has a stable system and
campus leadership with great
ambitions and solid leadership
at the academic level.

OPPORTUNITIES (O)

THREATS (T)

1. Shift to the new campus to
create new integration of
educational, training, and
research experiences for
students, faculty members,
and researchers.
2. Nursing profession is one of
the rare professions
nationally, regionally and
internationally.

1. Lack of communication with
the market to identify market
needs and skills of nursing
staff.

3. The only one government
College of Nursing in the
eastern province of KSA

3. Lack of nursing college
interest for collaborate and
cooperation in diversity of
work.
4. Presence of nursing graduates
from other competitor
colleges.

4. Increase market demand for
4. College does not have a
national nursing staff
centralized benchmarking
(Saudization program).
program for measuring and
comparing with national and
international institutions.
5. Increase market demand for
5. A large number of
male nursing staff.
researches are focused
primarily on obtaining
promotion rather than
discovery.

2. Lack of community
organizations demand for the
college’s services (training,
advisory, and consultancy).

5. Faculty morale (of both Saudi
and non-Saudi faculty
members) suffers because of
perceived discriminatory
differences in the
compensation packages
available to each category.

6. CON is able to select highperforming students through the
use of rigorous screening
mechanisms (GPA, aptitude
test, knowledge test) in
admission.
7. There is an organized exchange
opportunities for postgraduate
students to study reputed
international universities in
abroad.
8. The availability of an attractive
faculty and students housing
and support facilities through
UOD.
9. The college has newly
constructed campus and soon
opening of the new hospital are
strong, visible signs.

6. The relatively low level of
research activity can be an
impediment to the
recruitment and retention of
research-oriented faculty.

7. The opportunity for
7. Most faculty recruitment is
cooperation with research
not associated with strategic
centers in University.
plans for the academic
program development.
There is minimal evidence
of inter-departmental joint
recruitment efforts.
8. Dean lacks the full authority 8. Strategies for marketing the
importance of the nursing
to make some urgent
profession and the positive
decisions for the college.

9. Faculty retention is
hampered by absence of
clear job descriptions and a
transparent system of
performance evaluation and
reward.
10. The college has a well10. Administrative and
established postgraduate
supportive staffs need some
program (Master of Science in
management, secretary and
clinical nursing), as well as
communication skills’
Bridging program.
improvements.
11. CON offers its program for both 11. Difficulty of coordination
male and female students.
between the faculty and
clinical training settings for
students.
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6. Direction of the university
toward attracting distinctive
faculty members from
various reputable strong
universities.

media impressions among
the community.
9. Deanship of staff
development provides
workshops and training
courses for faculty skills’
development.

10. Administrative employees
have the possibility of
completing the study in the
desired specialties.
11. Availability of job
opportunities for nursing
staff in the national labor
market.
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12. The enrolled students have an
extensive orientation program
that is conducted during their
preparatory year.
13. Establishment of the UOD
website with initiation of Elearning management system
within and outside the college.
14. The college has developed a
strong linkage with industries
(ARAMCO) and charity
associations in the community
(Fatat Al-Khaleej).
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12. High teaching load for
faculty members, making it
difficult to make any
activities with students or
for the college.
13. Students’ dropout because
of lack of conviction of
nursing.

14. There is a decreasing the
number of nursing students
in the last years.

12. Approach to marketing the
importance of the nursing
profession and the positive
media impressions among
the community.
13. Direction of the university
toward attracting distinctive
faculty members from
various reputable strong
universities all over the
globe.
14. Thirst of community
organizations to the
college’s services (training,
advisory, and consultancy).
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CHAPTER 4: KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
ANALYSIS
Table 2. Key Performance Indicators from 2012/13 to 2014/15
NCAAA
Standards
1.

Mission &
Objectives

2. Program
Administratio
n

3.
Management
of Program
Quality
Assurance

4. Learning
and Teaching

Key Performance Indicators
1. Stakeholders' awareness ratings of the
Mission Statement and Objectives (Average
rating on how well the mission is known to
teaching staff, and undergraduate and
graduate students, respectively, on a fivepoint scale in an annual survey).
2. Stakeholder evaluation of the Policy
Handbook, including administrative flow
chart and job responsibilities (Average rating
on the adequacy of the Policy Handbook on a
five- point scale in an annual survey of
teaching staff and final year students).
3. Students' overall evaluation on the quality
of their learning experiences.
4. Proportion of courses in which student
evaluations were conducted during the year.
5. Proportion of programs in which there was
an independent verification, within the
institution, of standards of student
achievement during the year.
6. Proportion of programs in which there was
an independent verification of standards of
student achievement by people (evaluators)
external to the institution during the year.
7. Ratio of students to teaching staff.
(Based on full time equivalents)
8. Students overall rating on the quality of
their courses. (Average rating of students on a
five point scale on overall evaluation of
courses.)
9. Proportion of teaching staff with verified
doctoral qualifications.
Retention Rate;
10. Percentage of students entering programs
who successfully complete first year.
Graduation Rate for Undergraduate Students:
11. Proportion of students entering
undergraduate programs who complete those
programs in minimum time.
Graduation Rates for Post Graduate Students:
12. Proportion of students entering post
graduate programs who complete those
programs in specified time.
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2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

4.03

4.23

4.4

-----

3.25

3.75

4.23

3.99

4

Program

M& F

M&
F

B.Sc.

81%

100%

M.Sc.

-

-

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

2.2:1

2.3:1

3.1

B.Sc.

3.79

3.65

3.82

M.Sc.

-

-

4.68

43%

46%

44%

95%

97%

97%

65%

66%

67%

100%

100%

100%

M
&F
100
%
90%
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13. Proportion of graduates from undergraduate programs who within six
months of graduation are:
a) employed
65%
77%
b) enrolled in further study
4%
4%
c) not seeking employment or
29%
19%
further study
NCAAA
Standards
5. Student
Administratio
n and Support
Services

6. Learning
Resources

7. Facilities
and
Equipment

Key Performance Indicators

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

14. Ratio of students to
11:1
7:1
10.6:1
administrative staff.
15. Proportion of total operating
funds (other than accommodation
and student allowances) allocated to
provision of student services.
16. Student evaluation of academic
and career counselling. (Average
rating on the adequacy of academic
4.11
3.68
3.69
and career counselling on a fivepoint scale in an annual survey of
final year students.)
17. Stakeholder evaluation of library and media center. (Average overall rating
of the adequacy of the library & media center, including:
a) Staff assistance
3.8
4.3
4.3
b) Current and up-to-date
3.8
3.7
4.0
c) Copy & print facilities
3.4
3.6
3.8
d) Functionality of equipment
e) Atmosphere or climate for
3.8
4.0
4.3
studying
f) Availability of study sites, and
g) Any other quality indicators of
service on a five- point scale of an
annual survey.)
18. Number of web site publication
and journal subscriptions as a
377
399
393
proportion of the number of
programs offered.
19. Stakeholder evaluation of the digital library. (Average overall rating of the
adequacy of the digital library), including:
a) User friendly website
3.8
3.9
4.2
b) Availability of the digital
3.9
3.7
4.2
databases
c) Accessibility for users
3.9
3.9
4.2
d) Library skill training and
3.8
3.7
4.0
e) Any other quality indicators of
service on a five- point scale of an
annual survey.
20. Annual expenditure on IT budget, including:
a) Percentage of the total Institution,
or College, or Program budget
1%
1%
1%
allocated for IT
b) Percentage of IT budget allocated
0.25
per program for institutional or
0.21%
0.4%
%
per student for programmatic
c) Percentage of IT budget allocated
17%
25%
19%
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for software licences;
d) Percentage of IT budget allocated
for IT security;
e) Percentage of IT budge allocated
for IT maintenance.

8. Financial
Planning and
Management
9. Employment
Processes

10. Research

21. Stakeholder evaluation of the IT
services. (Average overall rating of
the adequacy of:
a) IT availability,
b) Security,
c) Maintenance,
d) Accessibility
e) Support systems,
f) Software and up-dates,
g) Age of hardware, and
h) Other viable indicators of
service on a five- point scale of
an annual survey.)
22. Stakeholder evaluation of
Overall :
a) Websites,
b) e-learning services
c) Hardware and software
d) Accessibility
e) Learning and Teaching
f) Assessment and service
g) Web-based electronic data
management system or
electronic resources
23. Total operating expenditure
(other than accommodation and
student allowances) per student.
24. Proportion of teaching staff leaving
the institution in the past year for
reasons other than age retirement.
25. Proportion of teaching staff
participating in professional development
activities during the past year.
26. Number of refereed
publications in the previous year
per full time equivalent teaching
staff.
27. Number of citations in refereed
journals in the previous year per
full time equivalent faculty
members.
28. Proportion of full time member
of teaching staff with at least one
refereed publication during the
previous year.
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7%

9%

6%

13%

13%

21%

3.5

3.9

4.2

3.7

3.9

4.2

5049
SAR

7468 SAR

9927 SAR

2%

4%

7%

77%

83%

79%

0.05:1

0.06:1

0.23:1

-

0.27:1

0.11:1

4%

6%

13%
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11.
Relationships
With the
Community

29. Number of papers or reports
presented at academic conferences
during the past year per full time
equivalent faculty members.
30. Research income from external
sources in the past year as a
proportion of the number of full
time faculty members.
31. Proportion of the total, annual
operational budget dedicated to
research.
32. Proportion of full time teaching
and other staff actively engaged in
community service activities.
33. Number of community
education programs provided as a
proportion of the number of
departments.
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0.04:1

0.11:1

0.05:1

-

-

-

-

0.05:1

0.12:1

86%

81%

80%

4:1

5:1

15:1
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CHAPTER 5: STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

The College of Nursing strategic priorities are as follows;
1. Increase adequate number of students in the Bachelor & Master degree Programs
2. Adopt and develop new diplomas in community nursing and general nursing care
programs.
3. Provide Academic & Workforce Program Quality that to enhance students’ Learning
experience and prepare them for the 21st century workforce.
4. Attain National & International Academic Accreditation for the college.
5. Promote student success by ensuring excellence in teaching, learning and student
centered support services.
6. Increase the Research Scholarly output for students and the faculty level.
7. Conduct the more community outreach and awareness programs.
8. Develop

more

national

and

international

collaborations

agreements

with

universities/colleges and hospitals.
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PART TWO
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

CHAPTER 6: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
This chapter encompasses implementation planning and must immediately follow any strategic planning exercise. CON is the
process of developing the implementation plan which will drive the execution of the strategies (shown below). The following
outputs will be major components of our implementation planning efforts:
Gantt Chart deals with Duration, Cost, Start & Ending date, Responsibility for Implementation, Time lines, Projects and
KPI’s attached to each strategy objectives
Assigning individual(s) responsible for the attainment of key performance indicators.
Developing timeframes for reaching goals/objectives
Staffing, technology and operational resources required to implement the strategy
Established a Strategic Plan Working Group Committee which provides oversight for all strategic plan efforts
Each defined strategic goals and objectives, has a responsible person for execution. Each responsible person is forming a clear
plan for implementing the strategy. This responsible person will develop an action plan that incorporates objectives and key
performance indicators and outlines how the strategy will be implemented.
The Strategic Plan Working Group Committee will evaluate the action plans, determining what strategies should be
immediately addressed and what resources or support are needed to execute the strategy. This Committee working with the
strategy responsible persons will continually monitor the progress and successful implementation of the strategies.
A comprehensive communication campaign will be mounted to ensure that internal and external audiences are well informed
about the strategic plan.
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ASSESSING THE PROGRESS:
In order to ensure successful implementation of CON’s strategic plan, the Strategic Plan Working Group Committee will
continually monitor progress by tracking the key performance indicators. The performance indicators will allow the committee
to measure progress and bring clarity to the entire process by allowing those responsible and accountable to see whether they
need to take any corrective action. When reviewing progress towards achieving the strategies, the committee will ensure
activities are consistent with CON's mission, vision and values – that is, are we accomplishing what we intended to accomplish.
Furthermore, The Strategic Plan Working Group Committee will biannually review and update the strategic plan and publish
periodical progress reports will be generated and forwarded to department heads, administrators, and leaders of the college
that tracks accomplishments and outcomes for stated goals and strategies.
It has been made clear that the implementation process will be strictly carried out as per the set timelines, key performance
indicators (KPIs), and so on. CON has also decided to have a mass communication session with all staff, employees, and other
stakeholders. Every six months in order to update them on achievements and progress and get their feedback on the
implementation of the plan.
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GANTT CHART
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Strategic Goal 1
Establish and maintain an environment that ensures a high quality of nursing education at CON
Objective 1.1: Select highly competent students into its programs
Aim: To create a high level of quality education and environment throughout the program.
OVERVIEW
KPIS
(a) At least 90% of the students admitted into the
programs of CON have CGPA of 4.0 out of 5.0 scales,
Duration
5 years
while the remaining could have not less than 3.75 out of
5.0 scale.
Cost
TO BE DETERMINED
Starting Date
Jan 2015
(b) Improvement of 10 % per year in retention rates.
Responsibility for
Dean, Vice Dean of Admission &
Implementation
Registration

Project Calendar (5 years)
PROJECTS and Input Metrics
1. Maintain and apply robust criteria that ensure the

Start and
Ending
Years

admission of high-quality students Initiative

Ongoing
2015

2. Maintain diversity in the CON student body

2015 and
ongoing

3. Launch of Common First Year Program and Student
Flow process

Ongoing
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Objective 1.2: Enhance academic programs and teaching practices that are in line with both international academic
standards and market/stakeholder needs of the Eastern Province
Aim: To provide the academic & teaching facilities at international standards.
OVERVIEW
KPIS
Duration

5 years

Cost
Starting Date

TO BE DETERMINED

Responsibility for
Implementation

1. The curriculum of Nursing program to be updated at least
once in every five years

Jan 2015
Dean, Vice Dean for Academic Affairs
Department chairs, Curriculum
committee

2. Hold at least one workshop/seminar in the beginning of
every semester specifying the academic requirements related
to teaching and learning
3. At least 70% of the courses and/or 70% of the faculty
members using innovative and effective teaching methods

Project Calendar (5 years)
PROJECTS and Input Metrics

Start and
Ending
Years

1. Conduct a market-need analysis to find out the
competencies required by students Initiative

Ongoing
2015

2. Periodically review, update, and develop
academic programs Initiative

2015 and
ongoing

3.

Ongoing

Use effective and innovative teaching methods
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Objective 1.3: Provide students with adequate support services and opportunities for participating in extracurricular
activities
Aim: To create full-fledged provision for extra curricula accomplishments.
OVERVIEW

KPIS
1.Organize at least 50 different extra-curricular
activities per year

Duration

5 years

Cost
Starting Date
Responsibility for
Implementation

TO BE DETERMINED
Jan 2015
Dean, Vice Dean for Student
Affairs

2.At least 70% of students participating in extracurricular activities every year

Project Calendar (5 years)
PROJECTS and Input Metrics

Start and
Ending Years

1. Enhance services offered at student services unit
to provide academic advising, social and
psychological counselling, career-planning advice,
and placement services to all students in the
college level.

Ongoing
2015

2. Enhance the extracurricular programs in the
following areas: social, sports, intellectual,
cultural, and community and environment

2015 and
ongoing
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Strategic Goal 2
Conduct profound research to contribute to the advancement of business knowledge and practices.

Objective 2.1: Provide support for quality research and maintain an active research culture at CON
Aim: To achieve the advancement of research in the nursing professions
OVERVIEW
KPIS
1. At least one researcher being recognized in a given
Duration
5 years
year for his/her overall research output
Cost
TO BE DETERMINED
2. At least 10 faculty members are given incentives in
Starting Date
Jan 2015
a year for engaging students in active research
Responsibility for
Dean & Vice Dean for
Implementation
Research
3. At least one leading faculty members who are given
free time for research activities in each department
annually
4. The department-level research plan to be developed
at least by the end of the first month of the new
academic year. At least 75% of the stated plan has
been achieved in the end of the given academic
year.
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Project Calendar (5 years)
PROJECTS and Input Metrics

Start and
Ending
Years

1. Make research a priority emphasis at the CON

Ongoing
2015

2. Encourage and publicly recognize research contributions

2015 and
ongoing

3. Reward the overall research achievements of individual
researchers

Ongoing

4. Provide incentives for faculty and students to be actively
engaged in research

2015 and
Ongoing

5. Balance the time and load of faculty members between
teaching, administrative responsibilities, and research to
increase research output

Ongoing

6. Ensure that each department of the college is developing a
research plan

2016 and
ongoing

7. Support and promote research collaboration at
interdisciplinary levels, between faculty members and
graduate students, and within departments

Ongoing
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Objective 2.2: Motivate and facilitate the production of high quality scholarly output through optimal utilization of internal
and external research resources available to CON members
Aim: To produce high quality output researchers in the field of Nursing
OVERVIEW
KPIS
1. At least one scholarly output per faculty
Duration
5 years
members in a given academic year
Cost
TO BE DETERMINED
Starting Date
Jan 2015
2. At least one researcher being recognized in a
given year for his/her overall research output
Responsibility for
Deans, Vice Dean, Research
Implementation
3. At least one publication that is published in a
journal which has an impact factor of 3.5 or
higher in a given academic year
4. At least 10 research proposals submitted, and at
least three external grants obtained, in a given
academic year
5. At least one PRJ publication per faculty member
once in every two academic years
6. At least 50% of the available grants used by
faculty members in a given academic year
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Project Calendar (5 years)
PROJECTS and Input Metrics

Start and
Ending
Years

1. Increase the quantity of publications in peer-reviewed journals (PRJs)
annually

Ongoing
2015

2. Designate a distinctive award for publication in high-impact journals

2015 and
ongoing

3. Enforce the policy that requires doctoral-level students to publish at
least one research article in a peer reviewed journal before
graduation; and encourage master’s level students to do so

Ongoing

4. Maximize the number of worthy proposals submitted for external
funds and grants

2015 and
Ongoing

5. Ensure that the financial resources of the UOD Research Centre are
allocated to the most promising research proposals Initiative

Ongoing

6. Reward all distinguished intellectual contributions other than
publications in journals

2016 and
ongoing

7. Identify the available research grants and encourage faculty members
to benefit from those grant

Ongoing
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Strategic Goal 3
Recruit, develop, and retain outstanding faculty and excellent staff to improve the teaching, intellectual contribution
and service effectiveness of the college.

Objective 3.1: Recruit, recognize, and retain outstanding national and international faculty members and staff
Aim: To employee a well-qualified professional faculty and staff members at the college.
OVERVIEW
KPIS
1. Distinguished: faculty members with five years
of good teaching record and five publications
Duration
5 years
in top peer reviewed journals (PRJ) in the last
five years
Cost
TO BE DETERMINED
Starting Date
Jan 2015
2. At least three new support staff members
added every year
Responsibility for
Dean, Vice Dean, Faculty Affairs
Implementation
3. At least 75% favourable score on the faculty
satisfaction survey and at least 70% retention
rate
4. At least two faculty members rewarded
annually in every department
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Project Calendar (5 years)
PROJECTS and Input Metrics

Start and
Ending Years

1. Appointing distinguished new faculty members
annually and Increase staff members every year until
the achievement of desired level of service satisfaction

Ongoing
2015

2. Invite professionals and practitioners to participate in
teaching at the CON

2015 and
ongoing

3.

Appointing outstanding graduates as teaching
assistants (TAs) in each department in the college
annually

Ongoing

4. Assess the level of faculty and staff job satisfaction

2015 and
Ongoing

5. Establish a mechanism to reward outstanding teaching,
research, and service performance

Ongoing
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Objective 3.2: Develop skills of faculty members in teaching and research and job-skills of staff members in variety of
nursing, health, patient care and administrative areas
Aim: To conduct the training programmes to achieve updated nursing job skills.
OVERVIEW
KPIS
1. At least one attendance and/or participation
Duration
5 years
per faculty member per year
Cost
TO BE DETERMINED
Starting Date
Jan 2015
2. At least two attendances per faculty per year
Responsibility for
Dean, Vice Dean for Faculty
Implementation
Affairs
3. At least two attendances per staff member per
year

Project Calendar (5 years)
PROJECTS and Input Metrics

Start and
Ending
Years

1. Motivate faculty members to attend conferences yearly

Ongoing
2015

2. Support and encourage faculty staff members to attend
training sessions yearly

2015 and
ongoing
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Strategic Goal 4
Build and strengthen strategic partnerships with business communities, professional organizations, and other
constituencies at the local and international levels.

Objective 4.1: Build strategic partnerships with the nursing communities and leading nursing colleges and involve them in
all CON activities
Aim: To increase long-term partnership agreements with all level of communities.
OVERVIEW
KPIS
1. At least four nursing professional experts invited
Duration
5 years
to and participating in each program of study
offered at CON
Cost
TO BE DETERMINED
2. At least two discussions held in each semester or
Starting Date
Jan 2015
at least three meetings held in the “Nursing
Deans, Vice Dean, Community
Professional Espresso” in any given academic
Responsibility for
Services and Alumni and faculty
year
Implementation
Affairs
3. At least two strategic partnerships established
with leading nursing schools/universities in a
given academic year.
4. At least 10 students exchanged with other
nursing colleges in a given academic year
5. At least three faculty members having
participated in a faculty exchange program in a
given academic year.
6. At least one joint-degree program established
within a three-year period
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Project Calendar (5 years)

PROJECTS and Input Metrics
1. Involve nursing professional leaders and alumni on the CON
Advisory Board and engage the business community and
alumni on departmental advisory boards

Start and
Ending
Years

2017

2018

2019

2020

2015
2015 and
ongoing

3. Create an “ Nursing Professional Espresso” to discuss topical
issues with healthcare organizations, faculty members, and
students

Ongoing

2015 and
Ongoing

5. Enhance collaboration with national and international nursing
schools/colleges in conducting distinguishing research and also
build up the agreements with selected international nursing
schools/hospitals for faculty exchange programs

Ongoing

6. Exchange students with selected national and international
nursing schools/university and also increase joint programs
with international universities.

Ongoing

CON_ strategic plan2015-2020

2016

Ongoing

2. Engage nursing/health industry leaders to the CON to actively
participate in curriculum review and design, as guest lecturers,
in other co-curricular activities, and in scholarly activities

4. Expand local organizations’ role in sponsoring CON events and
set up institutional strategic partnership with leading nursing
colleges/university to facilitate the exchange of knowledge

2015
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Objective 4.2: Develop the CON’s outreach relationship with alumni and involvement in related communities
Aim: To achieve the alumni outreach relationship database information system.
OVERVIEW
KPIS
1. A combination of at least 10 nursing/healthcare
industry leaders and alumni representatives
Duration
5 years
included/maintained to form a departmental-level
advisory board.
Cost
TO BE DETERMINED
2. At least 50% of the total number of CON alumni
Starting Date
Jan 2015
included in the Alumni Database with up-to date
Responsibility for
Dean, Vice Dean, Community Services
information on them
Implementation
and Alumni and faculty Affairs
3. At least three alumni members involved in each
program related academic activities in a given
academic year
4. At least SR 1,000,000 has been raised for CON
Alumni activities.

Project Calendar (5 years)
Start and
Ending Years

PROJECTS and Input Metrics
1. Create, update, and develop the CON Alumni Database and
Increase job placement and on-campus recruiting.
2. Involve alumni in CON academic activities and broadcast CON
publications to alumni and friends
3. Engage CON alumni to facilitate the relationship of the CON with
their organizations
4. Encourage CON alumni members to provide financial and advisory
support to CON activities
CON_ strategic plan2015-2020

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Ongoing
2015
2015 and
ongoing
Ongoing
2015 and
Ongoing
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Objective 4.3: Make the CON’s image as a leading nursing college in the local and global communities
Aim: To create the nursing college brand image at local and global level.
OVERVIEW
KPIS
1. At least 10% increase / improvement in the
Duration
5 years
visibility of CON with its community
Cost
TO BE DETERMINED
2. Increase 10% on the college publications i.e.,
Starting Date
Jan 2015
handbook, annual report, etc
Responsibility for
Dean, Vice Dean, Community Services
Implementation
and Public Relations Information Unit
3. At least five community activities have been
organized in a given academic year that would
enhance the CON’s image.
4. At least two faculty members from each
department have participated in the public
media in a given academic year.
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Strategic Goal 5
Expand and maintain adequate resources in finance, learning, information technology, infrastructure facilities to help to
achieve the CON’s mission.
Objective 5.1: Develop and maintain budgeting process for the college and configuration with the proposed University
budgetary system.
Aim: To implement and maintain the good budgetary system at CON
OVERVIEW

KPIS
1. At least 15 % of increase in the annual budget of the
CON
2. At least 5% of the CON financial resources covered
through this community or voluntary source.

Duration

5 years

Cost

TO BE DETERMINED

Starting Date
Responsibility for
Implementation

Feb 2015
Dean, Vice Deans for Academic and
Administrative Affairs

3. Raise a minimum of SAR 1 million annually through
donations

Project Calendar (5 years)
PROJECTS and Input Metrics

Start and
Ending
Years

1. Generate additional revenue through organizing business
seminars, conferences, workshops, and executive educational
opportunities

Ongoing
2015

2. Approach the central administration of the university to get an
increase in the annual budget of the CON

2015 and
ongoing

3. Seek donations from volunteers and other organizations to
increase CON’s resource base

Ongoing
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Objective 5.2: Develop, implement and sustain up-to-date multi-disciplinary support facilities, including I.T and library resources.

Aim: To provide & sustain the state of art support & technological facilities at the college.
OVERVIEW

KPIS
1. Approved list of all resources to be available in
library at CON
2. Number of IT training programs are conducted
for the users

Duration

5 years

Cost

TO BE DETERMINED

Starting Date

Jan 2015

Responsibility for
Implementation

Dean, Vice Deans for Academic and
student Affairs

3. Preventive maintenance schedule
4. Number of safety & security management system
awareness program conducted in the college
campus

Project Calendar (5 years)
Start and
Ending Years

PROJECTS and Input Metrics
1. Extent the accessibility of UOD Central library’s resources
materials to CON campus and upgrade the learning service in
the college.
2. Collaborate with Deanship of ICT for IT services in graduation
projects, research and technical support for the students, faculty
and staff.
3. Develop and implement routine preventive maintenance
schedules on all major equipment and facilities
4. Develop plan for total safety & security management system
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2015

2016

2017

2018

2019 2020

Ongoing
2015
2015 and
ongoing
Ongoing
2016
and ongoing
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Strategic Goal 6
Attain and maintain accreditation from reputable national and international accreditation bodies and professional
organizations
Objective 6.1: Accomplish academic accreditation from national accreditation bodies (NCAAA standards).
Aim: To achieve the academic accreditation standards with national professional bodies.
OVERVIEW

KPIS

Duration

5 years

1. At least program level committee appointed for each department

Cost

TO BE DETERMINED

2. At least six hours of the teaching load will have been reduced for
faculty members in a given academic year.

Starting Date

Jan 2015

Responsibility
for
Implementatio
n

Dean, Vice Dean for Quality and
Development

3. At least one office space will have been allocated.
4. At least 70% of the total tasks will have been allocated within the
committee members annually
5. At least the programmatic self-study will have been completed within
a year’s time from the formation of the accreditation committee
6. At least the Pre-Accreditation Eligibility application is submitted on
or before September 2015

Project Calendar (5 years)
PROJECTS and Input Metrics
1. Appoint committee(s) for preparations for NCAAA
accreditation
2. Allocate adequate funds and resources for the completion of
the project
3. Assign tasks to committee members with set deadlines
4. Apply for eligibility to initiate programmatic accreditation
from the NCAAA
5. Conduct a programmatic self-study to identify gaps in order
to improve the academic deficiencies

CON_ strategic plan2015-2020

Start and
Ending Years
Ongoing
2015
2015 and
ongoing
Ongoing
2015
and ongoing
2016
and ongoing
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Objective 6.2: Attain academic accreditation from international accreditation bodies
Aim: To ensure to get accredited by the international academic standards.
OVERVIEW
KPIS
Duration

5 years

Cost

TO BE DETERMINED

Starting Date

December 2015

Responsibility for
Implementation

Dean, Vice Dean for Quality
and Development

1. Al least the Pre-Accreditation Eligibility application is
submitted on or before September 2016
2. At least the SAP will have been completed within a year time
from the date when eligibility for pre-accreditation was
obtained
3. At least the PRT visit will have been scheduled within five
years from the eligibility clearance from International
Accreditation bodies.

Project Calendar (5 years)
PROJECTS and Input Metrics
1. Form a Committee called International Accreditation Committee
with dedicated CON members
2. Prepare a standards alignment plan (SAP) and submit it to
accreditation bodies with the help of the mentor
3. Obtain pre-accreditation eligibility from International
Accreditation
4. Allocate adequate funds and resources
5. Work with a peer-review team (PRT) to improve academic
processes based on the PRT’s recommendations
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Start and
Ending
Years
December
2015
2016 and
ongoing

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Ongoing
2015 &
ongoing
2016
and
ongoing
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